The benefits of using our

Mobile Concrete Plant
for your next project

CONCRETE ON DEMAND
FRESH, HIGH-STRENGTH CONCRETE WHEN AND WHERE YOU NEED IT

AVAILABLE
24/7
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MORE CONTROL OVER
YOUR CONCRETE
Welcome to a new level of flexibility and control within the concreting industry – Volumetric
technology just makes it easy!
BPC have strategically invested in a volumetric concrete mixer which enables us to offer a unique
service to our clients. Being one of only a few that operate throughout Australia, the benefit to
our customers is unparalleled. Introducing smartmix group-mobile concret plant.
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A mobile concrete mixer, or volumetric mixer as it is sometimes referred to, is an on-demand
concrete production solution. It is mounted on a chassis of a truck and it carries unmixed material
(sand, cement, stone, water and any other materials or chemicals needed for more specialty
applications) to a job site. It is then mixed onsite in either a continuous or intermittent basis
which allows us to deliver a freshly prepared, maximum strength concrete.
Our concrete mixer has a carrying capacity of 5.7 cubic meters. It can supply concrete in volumes
from as little as a barrow load up to an impressive rate of 70m3 per hour.
There are a multitude of advantages to using volumetric mixers that include;
Ensuring the concrete poured is the exact mix to suit job specifications
No waiting around for material onsite as the concrete is made onsite
Total flexibility to alter the job onsite and change the mix accordingly
Fresh concrete with maximum strength and workability every time
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WHAT IS THE PROCESS?
We all know the basics of how concrete is made – inert materials or aggregates,
cement and water mixed together make concrete, however the results of the
chemical reaction between water and compounds in cement begins immediately
after the mixing of the ingredients.
When ready mix concrete is mixed at the batch plant your concrete materials have
already started the curing process during the travel time which minimizes the
available finishing time and in many cases if a truck is detained or late, water needs
to be added at the job site which reduces the end product’s strength.
Concrete produced by a mobile concrete plant will always produce the freshest,
strongest end product for each and every job.
Mobile concrete plants are designed
to give customers more control
over their concrete. As opposed to
rotary drum mixers, mobile concrete
mixers allow for an efficient and
more environmentally friendly
method of producing and pouring
concrete. Our solution produces the
exact amount of concrete needed
at the precise time, eliminating
scenarios of under or over-ordering
concrete that will ultimately be
wasted. As a result of mixing onsite, our solutions require less water,
generates less waste and consumes
less fuel, lowering our carbon foot
print.
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BENEFITS
CONTROL - Over mix specifications, time and production.
Ability to make adjustments to the mix at any time.

QUALITY - Fresh concrete with maximum strength and
workability every time.

SPEED - Streamline production and turn projects around
faster with less downtime and quick clean up.

RELIABILITY - Materials are stored dry in separate
compartments so there is no risk of setting

ADAPTABILITY - Suitable for short pours, ready-mix delivery,
civil applications, precast, shotcrete and specialty concrete
including fast setting, coloured and pervious. Great for
producing concrete in remote locations or sites with
difficult access.
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FAQ’S
How does Volumetric Mixing work?
The breakthrough volumetric technology is the way concrete should be produced – a
batch plant and mixer in one unit. Our mixer can batch, measure, mix and dispense all
from the one unit so every time you can be sure you have the precise design mix and
quantity needed.
Take control of your concrete and produce fresh, high strength concrete anytime and
anywhere you need it. Our mobile mixer lets you choose what fits your needs.

Why is Fresh concrete better?
Concrete mixed on-site is a superior quality product and can be made to the exact
specifications every time.
Fresh concrete mixed at the job site is considered a superior product because
Volumetric concrete mixers are a portable batch plant that measure and mix on-site to
the exact specifications each and every time. No need to add water to an old mix that
was made at an off-site batch plant and transported by a ready-mix truck to the job site
- this allows the maximum finishing time and ultimately best quality end product.

Are Volumetric Mixers Mobile Batch Plants?
Volumetric mixers are mobile concrete plants – flexible, versatile and ready to go
whenever needed on a job site. No waste, no wait and the exact design mix every time.
Ready to go mobile concrete mixer designed for maximum performance producing the
highest quality concrete every time. It’s a productive, cost effective solution.
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WHAT YOU CAN
EXPECT FROM US

A one-stop-shop committed to excellence for all of you commercial building, plumbing
and civil construction requirements.
We are a Multi-faceted Australian owned, family run business.
Our highly skilled team have a long-standing history in the building and construction
industry, and we are committed to getting the job done to your exact specifications or
suggest a more appropriate innovation for the best outcome.
We are passionate about building strong business relationships, based around trust and
accountability and we communicate honestly and openly with all of our clients.
No job is too difficult for us and we specialise in delivering quality work on challenging
projects that may have poor site access or a difficult scope. We can complete your
project from start to finish without you needing to coordinate different contractors/
trades people and we can truly grasp all aspects of your project.
If you require any additional information, please contact us. We look forward to
discussing your requirements.
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COMPLETE YOUR PROJECT MORE
EFFICIENTLY WITH THE BEST CONCRETING
SERVICE AND SOLUTION PROVIDED BY
SMARTMIX GROUP

How to Contact us:
Trading name: BPC Projects Pty Ltd
Director: Andrew Forsyth Grant
Postal Address: PO Box 66 Panton Hill VIC 3759
Telephone: 03 9719 7648
Mobile: 0438 414 119
Website: www.bpcprojects.com.au
Email: admin@bpcprojects.com.au
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bpcprojects/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bpc.projects/

